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CASE STUDY

CSS Corp implements a 
robust support framework 
and delivers seamless 
support to a cloud based 
security enterprise
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A global cloud-based information security company that provides cyber security in cloud computing, mobile and 
Internet of Things (IoT) centric environments.

A world class product needs to have world class 
support framework. CSS Corp provides world-class 
enterprise tech support offerings ensuring all business 
goals are aligned with technology readiness. 
Enterprise-wide service processes are streamlined and 
integrated to deliver a positive experience to the 
customers.

The client provides cyber security 
services for enterprises with employees 
working in headquarters, remote and on 
mobile. Their existing support teams 
found it difficult to onboard and deploy 
their customers in the client’s cloud. Lack 
of L3 (highly technical) support 
prolonged issue resolution which 
resulted in a poor CSAT score of 60%. 
The client wanted a support partner with 
proven experience in cloud security 
domain. CSS Corp was mandated to 
provide superior support, reduce support 
cost and deliver superior customer 
experience.

Indeed we are world leaders in providing seamless 
tech support for enterprises. Our enterprise tech 
support solution enabled a global cloud-based 
internet security provider company to strengthen their 
support model, thereby considerably improving 
end-customer experience.

Abstract

Client Situation
With unmatched multi-lingual, cloud enabled multi-channel tech 
support capability and proven expertise with security enterprises, 
CSS Corp handles the following services for the client: Customer 
support service, deployment service, L3 escalation support, 
Technical Account Management (TAM) and consulting services. The 
customer support representative onboards customers to the client’s 
network. The deployment team provides support and consultation on 
deployment methodology of the customer traffic on the client’s 
cloud. The L3 escalation support team handles escalation calls. This 
has drastically brought down the support cost for the client. The 
Technical Account Manager (TAM) manages and monitors incidents, 
reports of multiple accounts. With expert consulting services, CSS 
Corp has helped the client to resolve issues faster, reduce support 
cost and deliver superior customer experience.

CSS Corp Solution

About the Client

Our solution delivered three important benefits:

Business Outcomes

Superior customer experience: >80% CSAT score
Significant cost savings: > 25% reduction in support cost with efficient deployment of 
resources
Improved support performance: 95.83% improvement in response time with < 1 hour response 
time  

For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com


